
the area to its east (Green Ayre) as the town expanded in the
late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, cartographic evidence
(Kenneth Docton 1684 and Stephen Mackreth l77B) shows
an unnatural bend in the River Lune which may reflect the use
of the area as a quay. The results of the excavations indicate
that medieval, and possibly earlier, waterfront activity which
would have been located closer to the foot of Castle Hill than
the present day topography would indicate.

The Unit wishes to thank Mr Pye and the staffof W and J pye

for their co-operation during all phases of the excavations.

Notes on Roman Kiln Sites in Quernmore

by Philip John Hudson

There have been several attempts to survey and map the Roman
period brick and pottery kilns in the Quernmore area and several
workers who have carried out excavations and surveys in order
to elucidate further just what has been the type, extent and

date of this Roman period industrial activity.

Major work by Leather and others (l) at Low Pleasant (Q2)
(SD 522 593) and below Lythe Brow (QIXSD 526 622),

Quernmore have identified a number of "Kilns" and features
which are associated with Roman pottery industry.

This list of workers is quite long; West & Clifford, Johnson,
Docton, Wlkins, Edwards, Colgan, Leather, Blundell, King,
Ramsey, Bellis, Shackleton, Hudson, Shotter, Webster, Turner,
and Brooks, have all contributed papers and reports or lodged
finds to be found in the Lancaster University Library,
Departments, The City Museum, in Contrebis and other
publications, and many other experts have examined artefacts
and pottery sherds found on these sites and given their
interpretation as to dates and periods of the workings. West
and Clifford's work on the sites dates from c1773, Johnsons
c.1928, Docton 1940 and Wlkins 1954.

Nothing further was done until the late 1960's when Leather
and others carried out extensive field surveys in North
Quernmore, and mapped possible Roman period sites, roads

and bridges etc.
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During the 1970's G.M.Leather, some ofthe Society's members
and other individuals were engaged in excavations and surveys
on sites near the Friends Meeting House, Low Pleasant area
(Q2). Also various other sites further north in the Lythe Brow
area were surveyed and partly dug by Coglan, Blundell and
Leather (2) et al., atlocations very near to the 'Roman pot and
brick kiln' sites found and recorded by West and Clifford in
1774. (3) The site referred to by Leather as Ql.

Field surveys, magnetometer surveys (4) and pottery finds and
the interpretation ofthis material by various experts and workers
have also added to our knowledge of these activities and
features, but there has never been a co-ordinated effort to make
a comprehensive study of the area. This is possibly because
the sites have never been under any real threat which might
require urgent rescue work, so the area has been presumed
protected and safe.

In 1991, yet another chapter in the Quernmore "Pottery Kiln"
story emerged, due to the gas pipeline which runs near the
line of the sites which have already been identified. When the
notices etc., for wayleave for this new pipeline were received
the landowner, several local farmers and other interested parties,
including members of this society, expressed some concern.

This concern was conveyed to British Gas who agreed to
investigate the area through their own archaeologist, Dr. I. P.

Brooks, who surveyed part of the pipeline route by fieldwalking
a magnetometer survey and some trial excavations (5).

Dr Brooks excavated some box trenches in areas which he

considered 'hot spots' found in the magnetometer survey in
order to confirm or disprove that there were Roman Kiln sites
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along the proposed route ofthe Carnforth - Treales gas pipeline.

His findings proved to be negative fur all the sites he excavated,

and his unpublished report intimates that there is, in his opinion,

no evidence for kilns or other Roman period sites in the

Quernmore Valley Lythe Brow areas, at least in the area ofthe
pipeline route and wayleave.

However, during the pipelines excavation work fragments of a

kiln like structure were found and recorded, situated right on

the eastern edge ofthe works at SD 5249 6245, and Dr Brooks
produced an interim report, which was published in last year's

Contrebis (6).

The Magnetometer Surveys

The first Magnetometer survey was carried out by Leeds

University in 1971, on behalf of Alan King.

The area surveyed was around the Low Pleasant site, Q2,(see
Map 3), and produced the anomalies which started the

excavations by King (7) in June 1972, onwhat was thought to
be a medieval bloomery site. This site produced Roman pottery

which prompted members of Lancaster Archaeological Society

to excavate some adjacent features, already known to be Roman

on the Q2 site.

The second Magnetometer survey was carried out by Dr
Blundell of Lancaster University on behalf of Leather and the

Society around the Lythe Brow area in 1972 (8). This prompted

Leather and others to trial excavate in November 1972.

This work uncovered some evidence of a pottery kiln, seen as

parts of the wall and floor of a kiln.
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The third Magnetometer survey was carried out by Neil Ramsey
of Lancaster University in September 1973 (9), mainly in the
Lythe Brow area, on a 4 metre grid. Ramsey's work located
some 'hot spots' which he felt could be linked to kiln and
smelting furnace activities. The anomalies found were measured

against a background reading of48465, and correlated against
the known Q2 sites. Vz. at Kings Smelting site 48514 at Kiln
Q2 site 48980.

Several Lythe Brow readings were high, one at 48957 and
interpreted as possible 'Kiln' site along with several others
above 48900, and several in the 48776 range were interpreted
as possible 'smelting' sites. These sites were pegged for further
investigation.

It is thought that it was one of Ramsey's 'kiln' sites that was
excavated by Leather the following summer, some 300 yards
NE of the so called "Old Kiln" marked on the 6" Ordnance
survey map, this became known as Ql site (10), (see Map 3).
There is no published record or any drawings of this minor
excavation, only a brief description of Leather's findings (l l),
and a site marked on his l972Map ofthe area (see Map Three).
Pottery from the spread was dated as Flavian-Trajanic (AD
80-lso) (r2).

Colgan opened up another site and dug to a depth of 4 feet 6
inches and several other trials nearby, all appear to have yielded
fragments of"brick dust", "grey clay'' and l8th and I fth century
pottery.

The fourth magnetometer survey was carried out by I.P.Brooks,
but his findings are not available for publication. It is known
that he excavated several "boxes" onwhat we assume are sites

with positive readings. Three ofthese box sites were recorded
and mapped by the writer with permission from the landowner
and are shown on Map Two.

These excavations and magnetometer located sites are in the
valley to the west of Lythe Brow Wood and are on or near the
route of the Carnforth-Treales Gas pipeline.

A feature described as " the old kiln" and recorded on the 6"
Ordnance Survey map for the area is very close by the route.
This site, however, when excavated by Leather (13)
demonstrated no evidence of burning or pottery and was
therefore considered to relate to field drainage. Further work
on this site by the writer interprets this feature as a possible
Norse Water Mill site (14).

The Old Kiln

The "Old Kiln" near site Ql at SD 526 662 (see Map 3),

excavated and drawn by Leather in 1969 (15), (see Fig l) who
found no evidence of fire or burning and no pottery fragments,
is in the opinion ofthe writer the site of a'Norse Type" water
mill (16).
The evidence for this is presented in the rough plan of the site
(see Fig 3) surveyed and drawn up by the writer.
This, if my interpretation is correct, shows the layout for a
water powered mill, with ponded areas to the east connected

by ditches and head races which lead into the central chamber
where the small horizontal wheel was situated.
Section A - B taken with a level shows that once the water is in
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the ponded areas it could be made to flow through the
chambered area, driving the wheel and then out through a tail
race into the Mother Dyke to the west.

G.M.Leather and others excavated several areas at site d within
300 m of the "old kiln'. Most trenches revealed a layer of
disturbance up to 25 cm thick, of disturbed soil which included
a spread of pottery and tile fragments assumed to be the result
of pottery production within the area, although no other
complete structures were identified outside site K2 discussed
below.

Dr Brooks also dug several small trenches in 1991 within his
magnetometer survey area, but is thouglrt to have found nothing
of importance (17). Brooks attributed all of the magnetic
anomalies identified in the magnetometer survey as relating to
the presence ofrecent brick and tile beneath the topsoil. Crushed
and broken building rubble near to the surface suggested the
possible existence of a temporary farmbuilding within the field
at some time in the recent past. He found no evidence of a
Roman pottery or tile industry.
An old Quemmore Park estate map (c1760) shows West's "Old
Roman" sites almost alongside the proposed pipeline route in
the Lythe Brow area.(see Map One)
Most of the Roman sites in this area have similar materials
incorporated in the soil structure, so one would expect to find
all these materials in association.
With regard to a possible farmbuilding on one site, this is refuted
by all the known evidence. There are good sets of maps for
this area which date from c1760, none of which show any
buildings, and there is no record of any within living memory.
The writer walked this same field in November l99l when the
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preliminary drainage works were being installed up hill from
the proposed wayleave line.
Inspection of machine excavated material from a trench only 2
fe* deep and I foot wide yielded several Roman period reddish
clay fired 'ceramic' fragments (18). This is consistent with other
field walking finds over the years, for it has been very difficult
to walk any of this area of the Lythe Brow without finding
fragments of Roman or medieval pottery or similar type
material. The area around A, is possibly the site of an old
excavation, possibly trials by other workers, or some works by
the late 18th.c. antiquarians. This could be the remains of a
temporary kiln , as there are several known in this area. A
resume ofsome excavation notes oftwo ofthese isgiven below.
The possibility of a spread of temporary kilns, perhaps only
fired once, then abandoned, is confirmed by evidence recorded
in the 1970's when Carters of Corney Hill, who farm this land,
installed a new field drainage system. During this work several

areas of what were considered "Roman" period sites were
noted, with associated brick, pottery tile and slag fragments
being turned up. It was as a result of these finds that further
small scale exploratory excavations were carried out later in
1978-79 by Leather, Bellis et al.

Excavation notes on Kiln Sites at Lythe Brow,

Quernmore

From site notes written by Mr Robert Bellis
In April 1978 Mr Carter was having a field drained and Geof
Shackleton and I in one of our 'watching brief' field walks
found a feature in one of the drainage trenches. On l Sth April
1979 we returned with Geof Leathet and his son David to
trial excavate the site 'B' and examine further the tiles we had

found at location 'B' on the site map.(MAP Two)
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We fixed its position from the bridge on the first hedgerow - it
was 28 metres along, passing a lone tree 5 metres from the
stream bridge. The feature turned out to be a kiln some 2
metres by I metre at a depth of 50 cms. Built on a west-east

axis, traces of a fire at the western open end. [t was built of
discarded tiles 160 mm x 240mm x 60mm in places 4 or 5

courses of the structure were still intact. The narrow flue, off
set from the centre of the kiln, extended over I metre to the
fire area which was blackened with ash, carbon and charcoal.
lnside the half metre interior circular kiln area there were five
pieces of soft yellowish pot. I formed the impression that it
could have been a double chambered kiln, fired from a conrmon
fire. We intended to excavate further but the site was backfilled
the next day, when work moved further to the north to site 'If .

This kiln was not a solid permanent stone structure like the
Low Pleasant type, (Q2) but would probably be used for one
firing and would then have to be rebuilt, using the same tiles
over and over again. (A colour slide of this structure is lodged
in the Society's archives. Ref. May 1979, SL No.1956.)
Site 'A situated in a gully quite near to West's 'Roman Kiln'
site, some 17 metres due west of some standing stones (see

Map Two). Here 'box' excavations were carried out, in the
top 30 cms or so of strata we found quantities of broken tiles,
one with a flox's paw imprint, other were cross-marked for
keying. Seventeen examples ofRoman potterywere also found.
One sherd found on this site was the lip of a 12" diameter pot
in red fabric with a wide flat rim.(see Fig Two) One Box was
lined with plastic before back filling.

Conclusion
It is clear from the above information that there are many sites

of some importance in the Lythe Brow area. The general

overwhelming evidence suggests that there are Roman Kilns
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sites all along the valley, in association with otherRoman Period
archaeology. Some ofthese sites could be further up the hillside
to the east of the gas pipeline route, and might be worth
investigating further.
Even ifthere are no Roman sites at risk, there is other mapped
field evidence, supported by air photos, of a wealth of Iron
Age, Medieval and later period archaeology within the
Quernmore Valley.
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Brigantia to Britannia
Ribchester Graveyard Excavations 1980

by Kath Buxton and I)ave Hodgkinson

The presence of a stone-built fort and extensive extra-mural
settlement, lying largely beneath the parish church and glebe

lands at Ribchester, Lancashire has been known since the
sixteenth century. The prolonged occupation ofthe fort suggests

that its location was of considerable importance to the security
and management of both the road system, and the economic
infrastructure of the region, which depended upon it.

The recent excavations by Lancaster University Archaeological
Unit have revealed a previously unknown period of activity at

Ribchester, namely a fort with a timber-strapped rampart and

associated defensive ditches, lying to the north of, and cut by,

the later stone fort ditch. It has therefore been suggested that
the early timber fort may have been that associated with the
Agricolan advance of AD 79. However, dendrochronological
and numismatic evidence in particular have raised the possibility

that the first fort at Ribchester was erected prior to this date.

The coin evidence provides a strong basis for this argument;

the percentage of pre-Flavian issues is higher than the pattern

of loss normally associated with a site ofAgricolan foundation,
and the proportion of Flavian coins within the group is

exceptionally high as is the number of coins issued in the reign

of Vespasian. Most of the Vespasian coins were from the first
half of the reign and exhibited little wear, this argues for a loss

date soon after issue and therefore it would not be unreasonable

to ascribe the establishment of the timber fort to the
governorship of Q.Petilius Cerialis AD 7l-7314. This parallels

precisely thepresent date for the establishment of the fort at

Carlisle as AD 72-3,
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